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ESG Engagement Report: July 2022—December 2022 
During the second half of 2022, the Global Core Equity team’s 
portfolio managers and analysts engaged with the senior 
management and/or boards of directors of companies held by the 
Global Core Equity Portfolio. In the six-month reporting period 
ending December 31, 2022, we conducted 56 engagements with 
37 distinct companies across a range of topics, including energy 
and water management practices, modern slavery risk and 
engagement for action around executive compensation. 

 
Our approach to capturing ESG considerations in the portfolio 
means that we incorporate ESG risk premiums into our 
valuations. When we engage with companies, we usually try to 
understand two things in terms of ESG materiality issues. First, 
how much risk exposure does the company have to an issue? 
Second, how well does management handle the risk exposure? 
This assessment informs our discount rate adjustments, which 
are noted at the end of each company discussion below. 

 
In the Appendix is a full summary of our engagements in each 
ESG category during the past 12 months ending December 31, 
2022. 

 
Example Engagement on Environmental Issues 
Asahi Group (consumer staples). During the period, AB met with 
senior-level managers of sustainability and investor relations (IR) 
to learn more about the company’s initiatives around water and 
energy management in each region of operation and how its 
implementation and effectiveness varies. We also encouraged 
greater transparency around water management initiatives and 
targets, especially at the regional level, and advocated for the 
inclusion of sustainability metrics in regional management 
compensation plans. Asahi Group (Asahi) is a global beer, spirits, 
soft drinks and food business company headquartered in Tokyo. 

 
Asahi expanded its global reach through three acquisitions: two in 
Europe, in 2016 and 2017, respectively, and one in Australia in 
2020. Rather than implementing a centralized decision-making 

 
process where the global headquarters in Japan exercises all 
control, Asahi delegates authority to each region of operation 
following the establishment of a companywide direction. Regional 
headquarters of operation are in Europe, Oceania, Southeast 
Asia and Japan. This delegation transcends all matters of the 
business and includes the company’s sustainability strategy. 

 
Asahi recognizes that water is a primary raw material. The group 
has published a global target to promote conservation (reducing 
water consumption to 3.2 m3 or less for every kiloliter of beverage 
produced), interviewed suppliers about water risks during supplier 
quality audits and engaged in water risk assessments. However, 
unlike its regional energy and plastic management initiatives, 
Asahi has yet to disclose regional management strategies and 
instead offers regional anecdotes. 

 
The primary anecdote Asahi showcases to illustrate its water 
stewardship is the Asahi Forest in Japan. Asahi has been a 
caretaker of the forest since purchasing it in the 1940s. However, 
the initial purchase was to address a shortage of cork, a different 
key raw material from water. While AB supports Asahi’s 
conservation efforts, we remain skeptical of the company’s claim 
that such ownership equals water neutrality for Japanese 
breweries. Given what we learned about the forest’s prior 
existence and purchase for an alternative cause, this example of 
water management seems convenient and part of, rather than the 
whole, solution to achieving water neutrality. 

 
AB advocated for Asahi to provide greater transparency on 
regional water strategies and progress, as that could potentially 
address our skepticism by revealing a multipronged approach or 
enabling us to advocate for the adoption of one. While Asahi is 
aware of the need to ramp up its water management and 
expressed gratitude for the feedback, it seems the time horizon 
for publication is longer than we had hoped. Given that Asahi has 
been rolling out more robust environmental initiatives, from the 
updated Asahi Carbon Zero plan to the recent regional 
breakdown of plastic management, we remain hopeful that water 
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management is the next pillar of environmental stewardship Asahi 
will address. We will continue to monitor how Asahi’s initiatives 
and transparency around water management evolve. 

 
We currently penalize Asahi 0 b.p. for environmental concerns, 
+10 b.p. for social concerns and reward -25 b.p. for their 
governance approach. 

 
Example Engagement on Social Issues 
Akamai Technologies (information technology). The focus of 
AB’s most recent engagement with Akamai’s CFO, general 
counsel, privacy officer and members of the IR team was to 
understand better the company’s efforts around internal privacy 
and security. Akamai Technologies (Akamai) is an American 
content delivery network, cybersecurity and cloud service 
company, providing web and internet security services. 

 
By way of background, Akamai published its first sustainability 
report in 2020. In 2021, it established a formal ESG office and set 
a number of environmental goals to reach by 2030: 100% 
renewably sourced energy, a 50% more energy-efficient platform, 
100% platform emissions mitigation, responsible supply chain 
management and a global expansion of 100% e-waste recycling. 
These initiatives have the potential to make a material impact 
across the business. However, there were few goals and little 
information around social and governance objectives in the report. 
With thousands of distributors and servers worldwide, data 
security and liability are material risks that must be managed, in 
our view. 

 
In terms of data security, Akamai has a chief security officer and 
chief privacy officer, both of whom brief the audit committee 
biannually, and dedicated teams that are focused externally and 
internally. Notably, Akamai does not capture or store data—rather 
it operates as a data processor. The data is ephemeral and less 
vulnerable to a breach. AB encouraged management to assess 
risks around data breaches as Akamai broadens into cloud 
computing and begins storing more client data. 

 
While there have been no reportable breaches, any kind of 
security incident is reviewed by a subject matter expert who 
investigates how and where the failure happened—whether it was 
owing to Akamai’s infrastructure or the client’s configuration. The 
impact of a security attack would be contained, as it is hard for 
outages to spread across Akamai’s global network. In the unlikely 
event that the whole network was locked down, the customer 
infrastructure would be self-healing, as is the nature of a 
distributed system. 

During the engagement, AB also explored Akamai’s exposure to 
liabilities. While there are protections to secure workflows, privacy 
is an evolving landscape that the regulatory team monitors. 
Akamai manages its global structure with General Data Protection 
Regulation, one of the most stringent standards. In case of a 
major outage, Akamai, with solid service-level agreements and 
strong customer relationships, avoids large liabilities and regards 
such risks as rather low. 

 
AB was pleased to hear that Akamai has robust internal security 
measures in place and that the risks of data security and liability 
are low and well-managed. Additionally, we came away feeling 
more confident about Akamai’s greatest asset: the company relies 
on talent to maintain the highest standard of security offerings. 
While attrition increased in 2021 from low to high teens, it 
remained in line with the rest of the industry and has normalized. 
Employees report high satisfaction scores compared to industry- 
wide scores. 

 
Akamai was receptive to feedback, and AB looks forward to 
reviewing the upcoming new consolidated ESG report and 
following up with Akamai accordingly. 

 
We currently penalize Akamai 0 b.p. for environmental concerns, 
+10 b.p. for social concerns and -25 b.p. for governance 
concerns. 

 
Example Engagement on Governance Issues 
Koninklijke Philips (healthcare). Koninklijke Philips (Philips) is a 
Dutch conglomerate that offers healthcare technology. AB 
recently engaged with Philips to gain deeper insight into the 
company’s current executive compensation and advocate for the 
inclusion of more robust, quantitative and transparent metrics 
featuring product quality in future compensation plans. 

 
Philips has seen a multiyear pattern of product quality issues, 
namely 172 recalls, including six Class 1 (severe) recalls from 
January 2018 to May 2021. In June 2021, it recalled over five 
million devices, including certain continuous positive airway 
pressure machines (which help keep the windpipe open), bilevel 
positive airway pressure machines (which help push air into the 
lungs) and ventilator devices, following test results showing the 
presence of a potentially toxic foam and carcinogenic chemicals 
that could be inhaled by users. 

 
Concerns also emerged over the supervisory board’s decision to 
adjust the outcomes for performance targets of the short-term and 
long-term incentives for unrealized revenues for 2021. These 
adjustments raised performance slightly above the threshold, 
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such that executives received partial payouts. Philips defended 
the adjustments by claiming that supply chain challenges affecting 
its ability to deliver and realize sales were beyond its control. 

 
AB explained our rationale for voting against the 2021 
compensation plan: namely, dismay that there was no compelling 
reason for the adjustment and that it generated a payout that was 
misaligned with performance. 

 
In addition to advocating for more disclosure around metrics, 
assessments and targets featured in compensation decisions, AB 
also pushed for a more robust integration of quality control in 
compensation. We recommended that Philips include a bonus 
modifier featuring quality, as its peers have done. Bonus modifiers 
can result in a decrease in management’s bonus payouts, 
typically by up to 5%, triggered by events such as Class 1 recalls, 
warning letters, FDA inspections and consent decree. 

 
Shortly after this conversation, Philips announced the 
appointment of a new CEO and reached out to us for a follow-up 
meeting to receive more feedback on our voting decision and 
share an updated policy framework for compensation that will 

take effect in 2024. Key changes are: 1) adjusted EBITDA used 
for remuneration will be equal to the adjusted EBITDA reported 
externally; and 2) measures used for top executives (e.g., CEO, 
CFO, etc.) will be de-linked from those used for lower layers of 
management. 

 
It is positive to see that Philips is taking our vote seriously and 
implementing changes going forward. We like that renumeration 
will be linked to externally reported metrics and be less 
susceptible to discretionary adjustments. AB will continue to 
monitor how Philips navigates the Class 1 recalls and manages 
quality going forward, and how it decides to incorporate quality 
into the upcoming executive remuneration plan. 

 
We currently penalize Philips 0 b.p. for environmental concerns, 
+15 b.p. for social concerns and +25 b.p. for governance 
concerns. 

 
Please refer to the following legal disclosures. 
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Appendix 
Engagement Statistics * for the 12 Months Ending December 31, 2022 
Details regarding AB analysts’ engagements within each ESG 
category for the Global Core Equity Portfolio are provided 
below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
* All engagement statistics are based on the previous 12 months and reflect the absolute number of engagements with individual issuers during the 
period. Multiple key issues may be discussed during one engagement. The topics and number of engagements are subject to change in the future. 

Theme/Category Engagements 

Environmental 
Biodiversity & Land Use 4 
Carbon Emissions 36 
Climate Change Vulnerability 7 
Net Zero 6 
Opportunities in Clean Tech 8 
Opportunities in Renewable Energy 9 
Packaging Waste 7 
Product Carbon Footprint 9 
Resource Management 8 
Supply Chain - Environmental 11 
Water Management 9 
Other 2 

 

Social 
Diversity & Inclusion 35 
Employee Health & Safety 14 
Financial Product Safety 4 
Human Capital Development 33 
Insuring Health & Demographic Risk 4 
International Norms 1 
Labor Management 19 
Modern Slavery 4 
Opportunities in Communications 1 
Opportunities in Education 2 
Opportunities in Financial Inclusion 2 
Opportunities in Healthcare 2 
Opportunities in Nutrition & Healthier 
Products 

2 

Privacy & Data Security 19 
Product Safety & Quality 13 
Responsible Investment 1 
Stakeholder Engagement 4 
Supply Chain - Social 7 
Other 1 
Governance 
Accounting 2 
Anti-Competitive Practices 2 
Board Independence 8 
Board Level Diversity 9 
Business Ethics 11 
Combined CEO Chair 2 
Corruption & Instability 1 
Crisis Management 10 
Entrenched Board 8 
Financial System Instability 1 
One Share One Vote 3 
Organizational Culture 19 
Pay 52 
Right to Call Special Meetings 1 
Sanctions 1 
Other 17 
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AllianceBernstein Investment Management Australia Limited (ABN 58 007 212 606, AFSL 230 683) (“ABIMAL”) is the responsible entity of the AllianceBernstein Global 
Equities Fund (ARSN 099 296 607) (“Fund”) and is the issuer of units in the Fund.  ABIMAL has appointed AllianceBernstein Australia Limited (ABN 53 095 022 718, 
AFSL 230 698) (“ABAL”) as the investment manager of the Fund. ABAL in turn has delegated the investment manager function to AllianceBernstein L.P. The Fund’s 
Product Disclosure Statement (“PDS”) is available by contacting the client services team at AllianceBernstein Australia Limited at (02) 9255 1299 or at 
www.alliancebernstein.com.au. Investors should consider the PDS in deciding whether to acquire, or continue to hold, units in the Fund. 
 
This information is for exclusive use of the wholesale person or other Qualified Investor to whom it is provided and not to be relied upon by any other person. It is not 
intended for retail or public use and may not be further distributed without prior written consent of ABAL. 
 
A Target Market Determination (“TMD”) for the AB Global Equities Fund is available free of charge from our website www.alliancebernstein.com.au. The TMD sets out 
the class of persons who comprise the target market for the AB Global Equities Fund and the distribution conditions that are applicable, together with a number of other 
matters which should be considered by retail investors and their advisers.  
 
Important Information on Past Performance and Portfolio Data: 
The AllianceBernstein Global Equities Fund has been operating since July 22, 2015. 
Some past performance information included in this document represents the investment performance record for the institutional AllianceBernstein Global Core Equity 
Composite in US Dollars (the “Composite”) from inception (July 1, 2011). The performance presented is gross of fees and detailed in the Total Return Methodology and 
Fee Structure in the attached Performance Disclosure.  The performance of the Composite is not the performance of the AllianceBernstein Global Equities Fund.  The 
management style and investment guidelines of the Fund and account(s) within the Composite are not materially different. The Fund has no past performance. Historical 
performance of the Composite is provided on this basis as an indication of past performance of an account similarly managed. Past performance of the Composite is not 
indicative of future performance of the Fund.  
Portfolio information included such as asset allocation data, country exposures and the like, are based on the actual positioning at the specified point in time of a 
representative account managed in the same style of the Fund and with investment guidelines which are not materially different. The information has been included on 
this basis as it may be of use as an indicator of positioning of an account managed similarly to the Fund. 
Information, forecasts and opinions set out in this document are not personal advice and have not been prepared for any recipient’s specific investment objectives, 
financial situation or particular needs. Neither this document nor the information contained in it are intended to take the place of professional advice. Please note that 
past performance is not indicative of future performance and projections, although based on current information, may not be realised. Information, forecasts and opinions 
(“Information”) can change without notice and neither ABIMAL or ABAL guarantees the accuracy of the information at any particular time. Although care has been 
exercised in compiling the information contained in this report, neither ABIMAL or ABAL warrants that this document is free from errors, inaccuracies or omissions.  This 
document is released by AllianceBernstein Australia Limited ABN 53 095 022 718, AFSL 230 698.  
 
For Investment Professional use only. Not for inspection by, distribution or quotation to, the general public. 
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